
COOKIE POLICY

1. DEFINITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF COOKIES

Cookies and similar technologies are information that sites and apps send or read on your devices at the first 
visit, to be then retransmitted to the same sites and apps at the next visit. Thanks to these technologies, sites 
and apps remember actions and preferences (such as, for example, login data, the chosen language, font size, 
other display settings, etc.) so that they do not have to be indicated again. when at the next visit.

These technologies are used to perform computer authentication, session monitoring and storage of 
information regarding the activities of users who access a service and may also contain a unique identification 
code that allows you to keep track of the user's navigation within the site for statistical or advertising 
purposes.

There are in fact different types of cookies which, depending on their characteristics and functions, may 
persist on your device for different periods of time: the so-called session cookies, which are automatically 
deleted when you close the browser; and so-called persistent cookies, which remain on your device up to a 
preset time.

In line with the Applicable Law, your prior consent for the use of cookies is not always required. In 
particular, this consent is not required for "technical cookies", eg. those used for the sole purpose of carrying 
a communication through an electronic communications network, or strictly necessary to provide a service 
expressly requested by the user. In other words, cookies that are essential for the operation of a site.

Your prior consent is instead required for non-anonymized "analytical" cookies and for profiling cookies, eg. 
those that provide statistical analysis on the use of a website or that create user profiles to send them 
advertising messages in line with the preferences they have expressed while browsing.

2. TYPES OF COOKIES USED BY THE SITE AND POSSIBILITY OF DE-SELECTION

While browsing the Site, you will receive the following cookies:

* Technical cookie used by EMINDS S.R.L;
* Third-party cookies, i.e. cookies from third-party sites or servers and therefore different from those of 
EMINDS S.R.L .. 

Please note that this third party, listed below with links corresponding to their privacy policies and opt-out 
mechanisms, processes your personal data and cookies have been anonymised by masking IP addresses.

Third party cookies are:

Statistics (3)

Statistical cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with sites by collecting and 
transmitting information anonymously.



_ga www.eminds.it Registers a unique 
ID used to generate 
statistical data on 
how the visitor uses 
the website.

2 years HTTP Cookie

_gat www.eminds.it Used by Google 
Analytics to limit 
the frequency of 
requests

1 day HTTP Cookie

_gid www.eminds.it Registers a unique 
ID used to generate 
statistical data on 
how the visitor uses 
the website.

1 day HTTP Cookie

Google Analytics _ga _gat _gid (used for analysis activities but with anonymization of the IP address and 
not sharing of data with the third party). These cookies can be session and persistent Google Policy

To disable Google Analytics cookies, you can download and install the browser add-on for Opt-out provided 
by Google Analytics

The cookies we use, first of all, do not record any personal information about a user and any identifiable data 
will not be stored, they are useful to ensure the functioning of our services and allow us to improve 
performance. These technologies allow our site to store important information in your browser or device and 
then use it later to identify you.

We use only one type of cookie in relation to its use, in particular:

* TECHNICAL COOKIES

Necessary (2)

The necessary cookies help to make the website usable by enabling basic functions such as page navigation 
and access to protected areas of the site. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.

Name Supplier Purpose Expiry Type

CookieConsent Cookiebot Stores the user's 
cookie consent 
status for the 
current domain

1 year HTTP Cookie

Name Supplier Purpose Expiry Type

https://www.cookiebot.com/goto/privacy-policy/


Name Supplier Purpose Expiry Type

PHPSESSID www.eminds.it Preserves the 
user's status in the 
different pages of 
the site.

Session HTTP Cookie

Unclassified (1)

Unclassified cookies are cookies that are in the process of being classified, together with individual 
cookie providers.

Name Supplier Purpose Expiry Type

CookieMinds www.eminds.it Waiting 6 days HTTP Cookie

This type of first-party technical cookies is strictly necessary for the correct and safe functioning of some 
sections of the site from an operational point of view, as well as for the recognition of the chosen language. 
The information for this type of cookie is transmitted automatically, and by virtue of the purpose just 
described, the user's consent is not required but the execution of a contract to which one is a party
(use of the Sites).

3. HOW TO VIEW AND MODIFY COOKIES

You can authorize, block or delete (in whole or in part) cookies through the specific functions of your 
browser or through additional third-party components. However, the deactivation of the technical cookies of 
the Site could mean that some services or features of the Site will not be available or may not work properly 
and you may be forced to modify or manually enter some information or at each visit.
For more information on how to set preferences on the use of cookies through your browser, see the 
following instructions:

Internet Explorer
Firefox
Safari
Chrome

You can change or withdraw your cookie consent on our website at any time.
Your consent applies to the following websites: www.eminds.it
His current status: Accept all.
Change your consent | You revoke your consent

4. HOLDER OF THE TREATMENT

The data controller is EMINDS S.R.L. with headquarters in Via Monte Sabotino n. 3 - BT 76011 Bisceglie
(Italy) e-mail: privacy@eminds.it

For any information concerning the processing of personal data by EMINDS S.R.L., as well as to obtain the 
list of data processors, you can contact the undersigned company at the following e-mail address: 
privacy@eminds.it



5. CHANGES

This Cookie Policy is effective from 25 May 2018. EMINDS S.R.L. reserves the right to modify or simply 
update its content, in part or completely, also due to changes in the Applicable Regulations.

EMINDS S.R.L. therefore invites you to regularly visit this section to become aware of the most recent 
and updated version of the Cookie Policy so that you are always updated on the data collected.




